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KS Kolbenschmidt

New generation of passenger car piston assembly with 1.7 percent CO₂ reduction

For years now, automotive legislation has been requiring a reduction in emissions. Concurrently, automakers’ demands regarding piston life-time and loading have risen. To address these trends, KS Kolbenschmidt has in recent years consistently expanded its capabilities in matters of systems integration and tribology, and one step in this direction has been the successful alliance with Riken, a Japanese piston ring manufacturer. One striking example of this cooperation is the development of custom-tailored piston assemblies with a high degree of friction reduction yet able to fulfil tough engineering challenges.

Liteks-4, a lightweight piston developed for gasoline engines, is now ready for series production. For high-performance applications the piston can be supplied with ring carrier and cooling gallery. Test bench measurements followed by vehicle simulations have shown a CO₂ reduction in the region of 1.7 percent on NEDC cycle.

Since the market launch back in 2006, more than 100 million Liteks pistons have been installed and contributing towards environmental protection in vehicles around the globe. Right now, the newest generation, the Liteks-4, is ready for series production, having been tested by the most modern methods for function and robustness. Besides low weight, the emphasis on this generation has been focused on ambitious targets for friction losses.

For the same engine/load condition, the newest piston concept allows some ten percent reduction in piston weight compared with the predecessor generation. This is true both of budget engines and highly charged direct-injection models, where the ring carrier and cooling gallery help cope with the severe thermal and mechanical conditions. This weight loss has chiefly been made possible by the rigorous enhancement of specific features. The curved piston pin boss front surface allows a smooth transition to the piston side wall and, in conjunction with the two ribs in each of the ring zone undercuts, minimizes stress at the combustion side of the crown. The well-known material benefits of the high-temperature resistant KS309 alloy have also been fully exploited to allow wall thicknesses to be minimized.

Improved friction performance
The basis for this improved friction behavior on the fourth Liteks generation is the optimized basic structure of the piston and the further enhanced piston profile shape.
On the new design, piston skirt widths have again been reduced thrust and anti-thrust sides. Piston profile is asymmetrically barrel shaped. On the thrust and anti-thrust sides, differing ovalities are used, these being variable through the skirt length. While taking into account the thermal deformation of the piston and the working surface of the cylinder, this variability permits low-friction, low-noise definition of the piston’s external contour.

To reduce the mixed-friction effects in cylinder liner contact, KS Kolbenschmidt's Nanofriks piston skirt coating is applied. This consists of a combination of nanoparticles, binders, solid lubricants, and additives. Tribometrical research has shown that this composition, when compared to conventional series coatings, will reduce the dry coefficient of friction as well as the amount of wear by more than one-half. Nanofriks thus fulfills present requirements regarding reduced fuel consumption and high operational reliability.

**Diamond-like carbon for low-friction piston rings**

Besides low-friction pistons, smooth, wire-sprayed liner surfaces are used in series production with a view to complying with the latest CO₂ legislation. Combined with piston rings with a hard surface coating, such as diamond-like carbon (DLC), this facilitates a significant friction reduction across the engine map. These low-friction piston rings have been developed together with alliance partner Riken. Altogether, for the same low oil consumption, the optimized piston assemblies show around 25 percent less friction than current series-produced assemblies.

**High-scoring test bench results**

With a view to achieving with the Liteks-4 generation the defined friction targets on the complete piston assembly, elasto-hydrodynamic multi-body simulation tests were carried out right at the start of the development phase. The first prototypes were then examined on Kolbenschmidt’s own floating-liner engine and the measurements confirmed the simulated results. Under full-load conditions friction dropped by up to 28 percent and under part-load by seven percent.

For more validation, it was necessary to demonstrate the fuel consumption benefits on a complete engine. For this purpose a modern, already friction-optimized 3-cylinder engine was converted to Liteks-4 piston concept with low-friction piston ring package. For the standard version and the optimized piston assembly all the consumption figures were measured at the necessary operating points so that, afterwards, a NEDC simulation could be carried out. The result was a CO₂ saving of 1.7 percent on a Class C vehicle during a NEDC.

**Background information:**
It was back in 2015 that KS Kolbenschmidt and Japan's Riken Corporation, leaders in piston and piston ring technology, respectively, agreed on global strategic cooperation in the marketing and development of piston assemblies. The aim is to fulfill the tighter emission requirements and contribute towards low fleet
consumption figures. Since then, piston assemblies have been jointly developed and have already successfully entered into series production for several OEMs.